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objective measurement (Wright and Stone, 1979), Bashaw and
Rentz were able to show that all 14 tests used in the Anchor
Study - with all their different kinds of items, item authors,
and publishers - could all be calibrated onto one linear "National Reference Scale" of reading ability.
The essence of the Bashaw and Rentz results can be
summarized on one easy-to-read page (1977) - a bit more
useful than 15,000 pages. Their one-page summary shows how
every raw score from the 14 Anchor Study reading tests can be
equated to one linear National Reference Scale . Their page
also shows that the scores of all 14 tests can be understood as
measuring the same kind ofreading on one common scale . The
Bashaw and Rentz National Reference Scale is additional evidence that, so far, no more than one kind of reading ability has
ever been measured. Unfortunately, their work had little effect
on the course of U.S. education . The experts went right on
claiming there must be more than one kind of reading - and
sending teachers confusing messages as to what they were supposed to teach and how to do it.

Later, when the various sets of ETS data were reanalyzed by independent researchers, no evidence for three kinds
of reading measures could be found (Bernstein, & Teng, 1989;
Reder, Rock and Yamamoto, 1994; 1996; Salganik and Tal,
1989; Zwick, 1987) . The correlations among ETS prose, document, and quantitative reading measures ranged from 0.89 to
0.96. Thus, once again and in spite of strong proprietary and
theoretical interests in proving otherwise, nobody had succeeded in measuring more than one kind of reading ability.

Lexiles
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prepositions (Stenner, 1997) . The Lexile readability measure
uses word familiarity and sentence length .
Lexile Accuracies
Table 1 lists the correlations between readability measures from the ten most studied readability equations and student responses to different types of reading test items. The columns ofTable 1 report on five item types:
Lexile Slices ;
SRA Passages ;
Battery Test Sentences ;
Mastery Test Cloze Gaps;
Peabody Test Pictures .
The item types span the range ofreading comprehension items . The numbers in the table show the correlations
between theoretical readability measures ofitem text and em
pirical item calibrations calculated from students' test responses .
Consider the top row. The Lexile readability equation predicted
Table 1
Correlations between

ing on student reading ability. Table 2 lists the correlations
between Lexile Readability and Basal Reader Order for the
eleven basal readers most used in the United States . Each series is built to mark out successive units of increasing reading
difficulty. Ginn has 53 units - from book 1 at the easiest to
book 53 at the hardest . HBJ Eagle has 70 units. Teachers work
their students through these series from start to finish. Table 2
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how difficult Lexile slices would be for persons taking a Lexile
reading test at a correlation of 0.90, the SRA passage at 0.92,
the Battery Sentence at 0.85, the Mastery Cloze at 0.74, and
the Peabody Picture at 0.94 (Stenner, 1996) . With the exception of the cloze items, these predictions are nearly perfect .
Also note that the simple Lexile equation, based only on word
familiarity and sentence length, predicts empirical item responses as well as any other readability equation- no matter
how complex . Table 1 documents, yet again that one, and only
one, kind of reading is measured by these reading tests. Were
that not so, the array of nearly perfect correlations could not
occur. Table 1 also shows that we can have a useful measurement of text readability and reader reading ability on a single
reading ruler!
An important tool in reading education is the basal
reader. The teaching sequence ofbasal readers records generations of practical experience with text readability and its bear36
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shows that the correlations between Lexile measures ofthe texts
of these basal readers and their sequential positions from easy
to hard are extraordinarily high. In fact, when corrected for
attenuation and range restriction, these correlations approach
perfection (Stenner, 1997)
Each designer of a basal reader series used their own
ideas, consultants, and theory to decide what was easy and what
was hard. Nevertheless, when the texts of these basal units are
Lexiled, these Lexiles predict exactly where each book stands
on its own reading ladder - more evidence that, despite differences among publishers and authors, all units end up benchmarking the same single dimension of reading ability.
Finally there are the ubiquitous reading ability tests
administered annually to assess every student's reading ability.
Table 3 shows how well theoretical item text Lexiles predict
actual readers' test performances on eight of the most popular
reading tests . The second column shows how many passages
from each test were Lexiled. The third column lists the item
type. Once again there is a very high correlation between the
difficulty of these items as calculated by the entirely abstract
Lexile specification equation and the live data produced by students answering these items on reading tests . When we correct
for attenuation and range restriction, the correlations are just
about perfect . Only the Mastery Cloze test, well-known to be
idiosyncratic, fails to conform fully.
What does this mean? Not only is only one reading
ability being measured by all of these reading comprehension
SPRING 1999
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tests, but we can replace all the expensive data used to calibrate these tests empirically with one formula - the abstract
Lexile specification equation . We can calculate the reading difficulty of test items by Lexiling their text without administering them to a single student!
Figure 3 puts the relationship between theoretical
Lexiles and observed item difficulties into perspective. The uncorrected correlation of0.93, when disattentuated for error and
corrected for range restrictions, approaches 1.00. The Lexile
equation produces an almost perfect correlation between theory
and practice .
Figure 3 shows the extent to which idiosyncratic variations in student responses and item response options enter the
process. Where does this variation come from? Item response
options have to compete with each other or they do not work.
But there has to be one correct answer. Irregularity in the composition of multiple-choice options, even when they are reduced to choosing one word to fill a blank, is unavoidable. What
the item writer chooses to ask about a passage and the options
Figure 3

Theory into Practice

Theoretical Lexile

Adapted from Stenner, 1987

they offer the test taker to choose among are not only about
reading ability. They are also about personal differences among
test writers .
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There are also variations among test takers in alertness and motivation that disturb their performances . In view
of these unavoidable contingencies, it is surprising that the cor
relation between Lexile theory and actual practice is so high.
How does this affect the measurement of reading ability? The
root mean square measurement error for a one-item test would
be about 172 Lexiles .,What are the implications of that much
error? The distance from First Grade school books to Second
Grade school books is 200 Lexiles . So we would undoubtedly
be uneasy with measurement errors as large as 172 Lexiles .
However, when we combine the responses to a test of 25 Lexile
items, the measurement error drops to 35 Lexiles . And when
we use a test of 50 Lexile items, the measurement error drops
to 25 Lexiles - one-eighth of the 200 Lexile difference between First and Second Grade books. Thus, when we combine
a few Lexile items into a test, we get a measure of where a
reader is on the Lexile reading ability ruler, precise enough for
all practical purposes . We do not plumb their depths of understanding. But we do measure their reading ability.
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and publish.
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Additional information may be obtained
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at 630-996-5630 or
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